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ABSTRACT 

Moiré patterns arise from the superposition of two (or more) periodic 

structures (one-dimensional or two-dimensional) defined over flat (or curved) surfaces 

in which one (or more) is rotated, translated, or any form of altercation from the initial 

position. This results in a series of periodic dark/bright fringes which characteristics 

are determined by the period, orientation, and shape of the patterned samples. When 

two arrays of similar periods are superposed, the period of the resultant pattern acts 

like a magnifier of the original period. The Moiré effect has been used in different 

areas which includes microscopy, cryptography, profilometry, and material stress 

evaluation. Most of the applications, however, were carried out at optical frequencies. 

In this work, we performed studies on the generation of Moiré patterns at 

thermal frequencies (f ~ 20-40 THz) using the superposition of metallic arrays of two-

dimensional structures with different periods and lattice configurations. Thermal 

imaging experiments revealed that the period of the superposed structures can be 

significantly modified as the angle between patterns is varied. A combination of 

samples with different features and dimensions resulted in Moiré patterns with period 

and lattice geometries very different from the individual patterns. The obtained results 

can be prospectively used to deploy reconfigurable metamaterials frequency selective 

filters for operation at thermal frequencies. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Repetitions and patterns are ubiquitous throughout nature and reality. Music 

from speakers, Earth orbiting the Sun, life cycles in biological systems, and even the 

economy of our civilization all share some form of periodicity. Science, in general, 

relies on this to make and predict observations. In the field of optics, concepts such as 

diffraction, interference, superposition, and so on are used to quantify and identify this 

characteristic. [6] 

The Moiré effect is one such phenomenon that demonstrates how periods can 

emerge from other periods.  It is often overlooked as an annoyance that emerges in TV 

screens or photographs or used in contemporary art for its aesthetics, but many 

technologies either directly or indirectly depend on it. At the fundamental level, the 

“effect” is attributed to an emergent pattern that forms from two or more periodic 

structure. [1][9] Figure 1.1 illustrates this emergent pattern from varying the angle 

Figure 1.1 Basic Moiré Pattern [9] 

CHAPTER 1 
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between two vertical patterns. 

The Moiré effect is most prominent when the periodic features are controlled 

artificially. Then any emergent pattern is used to indirectly infer changes to the system 

being studied. Examples will be explored later on. 

 The structure of this thesis is as follows. Introduction of some basic optics’ 

concepts. These concepts are the underlying reasons that lead to the patterns of the 

Moiré effect. 

With the theoretical background summarized, the real periodic structures and 

their illumination sources used in our experiments will be described in detail. The 

existing techniques that take advantage of the Moiré effect are typically realized at 

visible frequencies. A frequency range where the Moiré effect remains largely 

unexplored involves the thermal spectrum emission. We explore in this work the 

implementation and characterization of Moiré patterns at thermal frequencies. The 

Moiré technique can be generalized into two different categories: Geometric and 

Interferometric. [1][12] The characteristics and implementation of each technique will 

be presented. 

In this thesis we investigate the generation of Moiré patterns using the 

combination of a heat source and different periodic patterns. Details of the 

experimental setup and obtained results will be presented. In addition to the main 

experiment, we explored some variations of the setup and peculiar Moiré pattern 

emerging seemingly from a single pattern. Numerical simulations were used to further 

explore and explain the observed effect.  
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In the end, a summary of the subject, its applications, and how the thermal 

Moiré effect implementation can be used for future studies will be discussed. 

 

1.1 Optics Basics 

1.1.1 Diffraction 

 One of the phenomenon that occurs between electromagnetic radiation and 

matter is diffraction. A basic setup would consist of a radiation source, an 

aperture/obstacle, and a screen (or observer).   

There are two diffraction effects in optics: Far-field (or Fraunhofer) Diffraction 

and Near-Field (or Fresnel) Diffraction. The distinction between these two diffraction 

conditions can be described by the well-known relationship: 

𝑅 𝑎2 𝜆⁄  

where R is the distance between the illumination source to the aperture or observation 

point to the aperture, a is the aperture width, and λ is the wavelength of the 

illumination source. If R >>a2/ then the Far-Field diffraction condition is achieved. In 

contrast, if R <<a2/ the Near-Field condition is achieved. 

 In our studies, we are well in the far-field condition so the approximations of 

geometric optics can be used. That is, the electromagnetic radiation can be thought of 

as rays of straight lines.  
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1.1.2 Interference 

 When two or more waves reside or occupy the same region, unlike discrete 

solid objects, a new resultant wave takes form. Interference, in general, is a 

consequence of what is called the Superposition Principle, which simply is the 

mathematical sum of all the waves at every point in the region of interest.  

Optical interference can then be interpreted as the superposition of two or more 

lightwaves yielding a resultant irradiance that deviates from the sum of individual 

irradiances. The superposition of lightwaves can be constructive or destructive. The 

maximum interference occurs when the lightwaves have the same frequency, phase, 

amplitude, and polarization. 

1.1.3 The Moiré Effect 

 Similar to the interference one might obtain from double slits and a coherent 

light source, interference can also be observed by periodic structures. More 

specifically when two or more layers of periodic structures are used. This resultant 

interference pattern is what is generally referred to as the Moiré Effect (ME). 

 In general, one only needs an illumination source and a periodic structure to 

produce a Moiré Pattern (MP). The illumination source can be either coherent or 

incoherent. The periodic structures can be one-dimensional, two-dimensional, or even 

three-dimensional.  
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Figure 1.2 Periodic Structure Leading to MP 

 A 1-D periodic structure would only consist of lines such as the one illustrated 

in Figure 1.1. An example of a 2-D periodic structure would be the metal meshes that 

were investigated in this study. The arrangement of atoms in a solid is a good example 

of a 3-D structure. But in all three circumstances, the “dark” region of the MP is the 

area where the initial source of illumination is blocked from the intended path. The 

“bright” regions are the source reaching the observation point after the periodic 

structure. Figure 1.2 illustrates this simple mechanism, but one can easily extrapolate 

to 2-D and 3-D structures as well. 

 The MP is the resulting effect, but the applications of this phenomenon comes 

when we add time to the study and varying one or several characteristics of the 

structures. The common three being the angle between structures, the periods of the 

structures, and the distances between the structures. By doing so, the MP created will 

change accordingly and inferences from that change is what is used as information 

about the system or experimental setup. 
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2 METHODS 

 In the previous section we briefly discuss about the periodic patterns and the 

basic requirements to produce the inference effect. Many combinations of the 

requirements have been previously reported predominantly at visible frequencies. In 

general, these methods can be broken down into two main categories: Geometric and 

Interferometric Methods. [9] 

2.1 Geometric Moiré 

 Geometric methods generally have external periodic structures that are gratings 

of a known period and an on-surface periodic structure which is a result of one of the 

external periodic structures. A camera or detector is then used to observe and record at 

the on-surface pattern in conjunction with an external periodic structure which would 

result in a MP. 

2.1.1 Projection Moiré 

 Projection Moiré (PM) consists of two or more external gratings. One of which 

is used to project a periodic pattern onto the surface under investigation. Another 

external grating is situated between the camera and the projected pattern. When the 

surface or whatever object the projected pattern is on has any dynamic change, the MP 

will also shift accordingly. Figure 2.1 shows the basic setup to realize the PM 

CHAPTER 2 
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technique. Using this approach as a blueprint, different geometric PM methods can be 

devised. 

 

 

Figure 2.1 Projection Moiré 

 

2.1.1.1 Scanning Projection Grating Moiré Topography  

 One such method is devised by Oh, Lee, and Kim from the Korea Advanced 

Institute of Science and Technology [8]. The Scanning Projection Grating Moiré 

Topography (SPGMT), though setup uniquely, has the basic elements for PM method. 

As is see in Figure 2.2 Scanning Projection Grating Moiré Topograph, it has an 

illumination source (Illuminator), external gratings (Grating), a surface (Object), 

camera/detector (CCD), and a variable that is altered (Z-axis Scanning). Using this 

arrangement their team was able to obtain the surface profiling of the investigated 

object. 
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2.1.2 Shadow Moiré  

 Shadow moiré (SM) is very similar to PM but there exists only one external 

grating. The illumination source hits the external grating and the shadow that is cast on 

the desired surface is the on-surface pattern. A camera or detector is situated in such a 

way that it views the surface but with the same external grating between it and the 

surface.  

 In Figure 2.3 Shadow Moiré, one can see that the combination of the external 

grating and the on-surface pattern will result in a MP. Furthermore, if the surface were 

to change or deform, the MP varies accordingly. 

  

Figure 2.2 Scanning Projection Grating Moiré Topography [8] 
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2.1.2.1 Surface Deformation Analysis 

 A research team in Madrid, Spain have taken the SM and devised a setup to 

detect surface deformation. [7] They introduce a flexible external grating attached to 

the very end of a tripod. Here in Figure 2.4, as in Figure 2.3 Shadow Moiré, has an 

illumination source (Illumination System), one external grating (Flexible grating), 

surface pattern/shadow, camera/detector (CCD camera), and two primary ways to 

induce a changing in the MP (height variation & flexible grating). 

Figure 2.3 Shadow Moiré 
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2.2 Interferometry Moiré  

2.2.1 High Frequency Grating 

 When geometric optics is not valid and diffraction effects are needed to be 

considered, the method falls under Interferometry Moiré (IM). These type of 

techniques use gratings of high frequency. To obtain high enough frequencies, they 

are usually fabricated to specifications which are required for the setup. Methods such 

as etching via nanosecond or femtosecond lasers are often used for this purpose. [3][4] 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.4 Surface Deformation Analysis (Shadow Moiré) [7] 
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3 EXPERIMENTAL STUDY 

3.1 From Visible to Thermal frequencies 

 The MP, to a large extent, has been produced using optical or visible radiation. 

For most applications, that is more than sufficient since the interference pattern’s 

change is what is of concern. Whether that is a surface, the external grating, or 

whichever components of the method is varying, ultimately that is what is needed to 

extrapolate information of the system in question. 

 The thermal region is largely never used or explored as much as the visible. 

Therefore, before any of the extensively researched techniques and methods of the 

visible can be reproduced, one must be able to produce the MP at its basic design. 

That is in essence, what this study aims to do. 

3.1.1 Experimental Equipment 

 What is needed for a basic MP: Illumination Source, two or more periodic 

structures, and a camera/detector. Figure 3.1, shows the schematic of our setup that 

includes all necessary components to realize MP at thermal frequencies. 

CHAPTER 3 
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 For the illumination source that can output at thermal frequencies, an iron 

solder was placed inside a custom cut graphite block with a flat surface area (~2x2 

cm2) which temperature was varied with the aid of a Variac variable transformer. The 

thermal radiation emitted from the graphite block is omnidirectional. To direct and 

collimate the radiation, a ZnSe lens was used. This lens can be moved within closer or 

farther using optical rails. For the most part, the source and lens were not moved after 

a position was selected.  

 Periodic structures for this setup consisted of commercial metal mesh filters 

with various periods. (120, 149, 177, 234, 300, 400, 500, 600, and 800 µm) Figure 3.2 

showcases several of the meshes, with the 500 µm mesh zoomed in to show the 

metallic periodic mesh in detail. 

Figure 3.1 Basic Schematic of Experimental Setup 
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 To further maximize capture of the thermal radiation through the metal 

meshes, another ZnSe lens was used to image the MP into the thermal camera: COX 

CX640. This camera can detect from 8 to 14 µm wavelength. The resolution of the 

images or videos is 640x480 pixels and the pitch of the sensor array is 17 µm. The 

software for this hardware provides images and videos with the ability to change our 

window of wavelengths or frequencies at a later date. 

120 177 234 

300 400 500 

500 
Figure 3.2 Metal mesh with varying periods in micrometers. 

Figure 3.3 IR Experimental Setup w/o Metal Meshes 
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 Figure 3.3 shows a photograph of the infrared (IR) experiment setup used in 

our experiments. The variable AC variable voltage source is outside of the picture. 

The three-axis linear translation stages on the right were used to position the metallic 

meshes, as illustrated in Figure 3.4. The stationary mesh is attached to a 360o rotation 

stage to vary the MP at thermal frequencies. 

 

3.1.2 Experimental Plan 

 With the experimental setup shown in Figs. 3.3 and 3.4, the MP can be 

generated by varying the distance between the meshes or varying the angle between 

them. Due to the close proximity of the coated ZnSe lenses to the source, meshes, and 

camera, varying the angle was simpler approach.  

Figure 3.4 Detail of the experimental showing the Metal Meshes 
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 The thermal camera has a built-in software and can be fully controlled by 

virtual controls. Once the video is recorded, the camera software converts the thermal 

radiation into a set of colors with the corresponding temperatures. Each video is saved 

into a file which can be later used to analyze the thermal images. We typically 

recorded a 30 second video for each experiment. 

 Using the camera’s all-encompassing data collection, a pair for every period of 

mesh was cut out to be used as the periodic structure for the thermal MP. Then for 

each pair the rotational mesh was varied continuously against the stationary mesh only 

stopping for a brief few seconds at increments of 5 degrees. This is to give a cue to the 

user later on when analyzing to indicate the degree of rotation between the two 

meshes. 

 The following is a sample of thermal MP for three different periods of identical 

pairs of meshes rotated with respect to each other by different angles. Figure 3.5, 

Figure 3.6, and Figure 3.7 shows the thermal images of pairs of square metallic 

meshes corresponding to periods (p) p=800 m, p=400 m, and p=149 m, 

respectively, at different rotation angles. 
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Figure 3.5 Thermal images of metallic meshes with p=800 m at rotation angles of 0, 5, 10, 15, and 20 degrees 
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Figure 3.6 Thermal images of metallic meshes with p=400 m at rotation angles of 0, 2, 4, 10, and 15 degrees 

Figure 3.7 Thermal images of metallic meshes with p=149 m at rotation angles of 0, 2, 4, 10, and 15 degrees 
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Since this is a 2-D periodic structure, the MP is also 2-D. It is evident from these 

images the MP of the periodic metallic meshes at thermal frequencies. A line profile 

through the 2-D pattern provides quantitative information concerning the period and 

the uniformity of the bright and dark regions in the MP. Using MATLAB’s line 

profiler, Figure 3.8, Figure 3.9, and Figure 3.10 show the respective example of line 

intensity plots. The plots were normalized to represent 300 pixels across. The vertical 

axis is not normalized across all three figures, but rather a relative indication of 

numerical interpretation of the images.  

 

Figure 3.8 Thermal images and Line Profiles for the meshes with p=800 m MP at different rotation angles. 

 

Figure 3.9 Thermal images and Line Profiles for the meshes with p=234 um MP at different rotation angles. 
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Figure 3.10 Thermal images and Line Profiles of the meshes with p=149 um MP at different rotation angles. 

3.1.3 Discussion  

 As the small sample of the data shows, a MP can be produced under a thermal 

source and detector. Furthermore, there seems to be a compromise of sorts when 

trailing in one variable or another. The larger period meshes provide a sharper and 

well defined MP. Though the relative lack of obstruction, for the thermal radiation, 

does result in a lack of contrast. The smaller periods, with their relatively more 

obstruction of the thermal radiation, provide better contrast but the definition between 

dark and bright regions is reduced. 

 This is particularly evident in the line intensity profiles where the noise starts 

to dominate the thermal images. Figure 3.11 shows thermal images of several periodic 

metallic meshes at selected rotation angles. Well-defined MP with low-noise is 

evident for periods p>200 m. The results shown on Figs. 3.5 to 3.10 clearly 

demonstrate that MP can be achieved at thermal frequencies using 2-D metallic 

periodic meshes. These results can be prospectively important for applications such as 

frequency selective filters.   
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Figure 3.11 Thermal images of meshes with different periods at rotating angles varying from 0 to 30 degrees 
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3.2 Computer Simulation of Magnification of Moiré patterns 

3.2.1 Moiré Magnifier 

 Noticing the apparent magnification of the grid like pattern when altering the 

angle between adjacent meshes (see Figs. 3.5 to 3.10), a curious question of what 

would happen if a repeating object was placed in between each grid emerged. Also, 

there were references to Moiré Magnifiers in the literature during our search which 

talked about an arrangement of array of identical objects getting imaged by an array of 

identical lenses. [5][10] With our current setup, it would not be possible to place 

identical objects in the metal meshes, nor could we effectively setup an array of 

lenses. 

 This led to the use of a computer to verify this idea and observe if it could be 

realized in practice. The plan was to start with simple geometric objects and 

eventually replace them with more complex ones. All while observing to verify 

whether the unit object ever self-repeats at a larger scale.  

 In order to create the specific objects we have used Adobe: Photoshop CS6. If 

periodic structures can be built purely in 2-D, superimposed, and rotated, that would 

be sufficient to verify whether the resultant pattern magnifies the unit object. Figure 

3.12 shows the graphical representation of the setup. 
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3.2.2 Simple Units 

 One of the simpler units we have used that can be placed in a grid is a dot or 

small circle. The reverse image of those was used as well, that is, a block or box inside 

a circle. The two units were created and then multiplied to create a pair of each. 

periodic structure. See Figure 3.13. 

Figure 3.12 Simulation of Moiré pattern Magnification 

Figure 3.13 Simple Unit cells 
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 Taking these structures and rotating one of them with respect to the other gives 

the result which is shown in Figure 3.14. There seems to be some replication of the 

unit objects. The top set of patterns clearly indicate a circular object magnified as the 

angle between the two structures decrease. The same can be observed for the box in 

the circle. 

3.2.3 Complex Units 

 Though the simple units seem to give results close to our original question, the 

true test would be for the more complex units to exhibit the same effect. A radiation 

symbol and a star is used to create their respective periodic structure and pair. See 

Figure 3.15 

Figure 3.14 Simulated MPs of Simple Units at different rotation angles (0 to 20 degrees). 

Figure 3.15 Complex Units 
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Figure 3.16 Simulated MPs of Complex Units at different rotation angles (0 to 20 degrees). 

  

 Unfortunately, neither unit objects came close to be seen in the magnified 

pattern. In fact, the more other units were made and had repeated this analysis on 

them, the more it was clear that the objects inside the grid were not dependent at all in 

the resultant pattern. The arrangements of the grid itself is the cause of the pattern. The 

rest were merely more obstruction for whichever light source is used on the other end. 

 Figure 3.17 and Figure 3.18 show all of the unit cells and the corresponding 

simulated MPs. Again, the resultant pattern is more dependent on the arrangement of 

the units than the objects inside the units. In Figure 3.17, the last unit, due to the object 

inside filling close to half of the volume, mimics a simple 1-D MP. 
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0 2 4 6 8 10 15 20 

Figure 3.18 Part 1 of Simulated MPs at different rotation angles. 

Figure 3.17 Part 2 of Simulated MPs at different rotation angles. 
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3.3 Single Grating Moiré Effect 

3.3.1 Statement of the Problem 

 As previously discussed, the Moiré effect is typically obtained by illuminating 

two (or more) periodic structures rotated with respect to each other.  However, we 

have observed that the classic magnifying ME effect could be also achieved by 

rotating a single mesh only at thermal frequencies.  

 A literature search did not specifically refer to these single grating MEs. 

However, a published report [11] referring to ME artifacts from a charge-couple 

device (CCD) camera surfaced. More so, this paper explicitly discussed about MPs 

from a CCD camera. Though the paper itself did not talk about single grating MEs, it 

shed light on the culprit of our observation. 

 

3.3.2 Field of Photography and Moiré Patterns 

 In the field of modern photography MPs have been observed without the need 

of external periodic structures. This is typically detrimental to the image quality and 

appears as an interference effect superposed to the image. Most of the photograph 

cameras used nowadays uses multi-pixel CCD cameras. [2][11] 

 One of the ways color images are produced is by having a filter intercept any 

light on its way to the sensor. One particular arrangement of filters is called the Bayer 

Pattern or Bayer Filter. [2] The pattern can be seen in Figure 3.19. This pattern is 

natively grid like, so the image information is also stored natively in that way. The 
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artifact comes from the fact that when an object or subject is being taken by a camera 

and if that object or subject has any periodicity, that is enough to produce MPs. 

  

 Figure 3.20 shows a MP of a single metallic mesh obtained at optical 

frequencies which results from an interference with another periodic structure from the 

CCD camera used to obtain the image. Furthermore, if this picture is viewed from a 

computer monitor, yet another periodic structure of the pixel arrangement of the 

screen can add to the ME. 

Figure 3.19 Bayer Filter, Periodic structure added, Periodic structure not aligned 

Figure 3.20 ME using single Metal Mesh and Computer Screen 
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3.3.3 Moiré patterns at thermal frequencies with a single metallic mesh  

 Getting back to our initial observation, the reproduction of the MP is not 

always possible to achieve. This is illustrated in Figure 3.22 where a single metal 

mesh with p=120 µm did not yield a MP when rotated. However, adjusting the 

thermal range of the collected data did allow us to observe the MP as in Figure 3.21. 

 

Figure 3.22 Tentative reproduction of a Single-Grating MP 

Figure 3.21 Successful demonstration of a single-grating MP at thermal frequencies at different rotation 

angles. 
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4 CONCLUSIONS 

 Moiré patterns arise from the superposition of two (or more) periodic 

structures (one-dimensional or two-dimensional) defined over flat (or curved) surfaces 

which are rotated with respect to each other by an angle. This results in a series of 

periodic dark/bright fringes which characteristics is determined by the period, 

orientation and shape of the patterned samples. When two arrays of similar period are 

superposed, the period of the resultant pattern can be significantly magnified. The 

Moiré effect has been used in different areas which includes microscopy, 

cryptography, profilometry, and material stress evaluation. Most of these applications, 

however, were carried out at optical frequencies. 

In this work we have demonstrated the generation of Moiré patterns at thermal 

wavelengths (8-14 m range) using the superposition of two-dimensional metallic 

meshes with different periods using a graphite block and iron solder as the heat source 

and an IR camera. Thermal imaging experiments revealed that the period of the 

superposed structures can be significantly modified as the angle between the patterns 

is changed. The obtained results can be prospectively used to develop reconfigurable 

metamaterials frequency selective filters for operation at thermal frequencies. 

In addition to the conventional Moiré patterns obtained with two arrays of 2-D 

periodic structures we have observed a pattern amplification effect with only a single 

metallic mesh. The period of Moiré pattern varied with the rotation angle of the 

CHAPTER 4 
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metallic mesh (see Figure 3.21). We attributed this effect to the pixelated nature of the 

thermal camera. This is in agreement with previous observations of Moiré patterns 

obtained with a single grating and a photograph camera which uses a CCD device. 

 Further work can be extended to periodic structures with different lattice 

symmetries (rather than the square ones investigated here) and combinations of 

periodic arrays with different symmetries and/or different periods. The single grating 

Moiré pattern, which is actually two or more periodic structures, can be further 

explored by using different thermal cameras with different pixel size dimensions and 

number of pixels. 
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